
Grammar Activities T-269

Lesson C: Future: Will
A  Unscramble the words to write sentences.

1. cold / be / It / will / tonight. 

2. afternoon. / will / It / the / rain / in 

3. will / Marta / soon. / arrive 

4. few / in / Dinner / be / ready / a / minutes. / will 

5. tonight. / be / will / There / snow 

B  Complete the negative sentences with will.

1. No, I  drive you to the beach!

2. Sharon  eat her lunch today.

3. Study every day or you  do well on the test.

4. Oh, no! My umbrella  open!

5. She  wear her new glasses to school.

C  Write weather predictions using will. Use the cues.

1. (sunny / Spain)  .

2. (cloudy / Bogota)  .

3. (cold / Moscow / winter)  .

4. (hot / Sao Paulo / summer)  .

5. (windy / Boston / March)  .

D  Rewrite the questions using be going to.

1. Will it be sunny at the beach? ?

2. Will it be windy on the boat? ?

3. Will it be warm on the plane? ?

4. Will the test be difficult? ?

5. Will you call me when you get home? ?

E   Rewrite the questions using will. Then complete the answers.

1. Is it going to be cold this winter? ? Yes,  .

2. Is the test going to be difficult? ? No,  .

3. Am I going to like this movie? ? Yes,  .

4. Are you going to do well on this test? ? Yes,  .

5. Is it going to rain tomorrow? ? No,  .

It will be cold tonight.

won’t

It will be sunny in Spain

Is it going to be sunny at the beach

Will it be cold this winter it will
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